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Investigation methods: ToF-NR/live SR [3,4]
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…describes the effect of two miscible and
individually good solvents becoming in mixture a
poor solvent for a polymer.
We study co-nonsolvency induced phase
transitions in thin films in mixed vapor
atmospheres.

Investigation method: FT-IR spectroscopy

Atmosphere protocol (shown methods):
(i)
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Scattering contrast variation in separate runs:
Seq. A: D2O/CH3OH, Seq. B: H2O/CD3OH
→ Specifiable water and methanol contents
→ Influences of deuterated solvent species

Thickness and solvent content

Conclusions

Hydration
Swelling to ratio dmeas/dini = 1.27
Water content 𝛷 = 0.23
Ongoing deuteration process

Local solvation processes
Hydration
Amide group: hydrogen bond
formation
Isopropyl group: hydrophobic
hydration
Deuteration of N-H to N-D

Exchange
Initial reswelling (i) to
Intermediate maximum swelling
ratio dmeas/dini = 1.5 due to
methanol absorption
Collapse and reorder transition (ii)
due to water and methanol
release

Exchange
2 phases of dehydration
(i) due to methanol absorption
and attachment
(ii) due to further dehydration with
a film contraction

Exchange kinetics and final water content are dependent on scattering contrast
variation sequence:
➢ D2O is released faster and the final D2O content is lower than the H2O content
➢ More CH3OH than CD3OH is absorbed in the intermediate state with max.
swelling ratio
➢ The final methanol (CH3OH and CD3OH) content is similar

Buildup and depletion of the hydration shell depends on strength of
hydrogen bonds:
➢ Formation of hydrogen bonds with amide group with ongoing H/D
exchange
➢ Kinetics correspond with observations made for thickness and solvent
content development, strong dependency on hydrophobic hydration water
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